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CADUCEUS - AN EASTfiRN VIEW

S. 51"11;'.;

The Caduceus· the symbol of medical pr of essron carries with its orlgil\

many concepts. The symbol has in its composition. parts totally unconne ct crt

to cur physical body and yet it represents svrnb ol ic a llv tile art of healing.

On tho other hand. the symbol might have been to mean something else.

invisible. located within our body which is beneficial for the human as a

whole. Charles W. Leadbeater presented the concept of Kundalini as the

basis for the symbol Cadu:eus.

INTRODUCTION:

Symbol by definition. is supposed
to represent something invisible like
an idea. An idea is nothing but a
conviction or an opinion produced,
after thought or observation. No
wonder. then, the Caduceus - the
symbol of medical profession carries
with it's origin many concepts Itc
components namely the Hermes
wand, pair of serpents cris crossing
each other and a pair of wings of
hawk bird depict their sacred nature
(Fig. 1). Hermes wand which forms
the back bone of this symbol is

known for its healing powers The
serne nt s stand for element of eternity
and the hawk bird wings are
supposed to represent the Sun God
(1,2). The symbol thus formed, has
in it's composition, parts totally
unconnected to our physical bodv
and yet it represents svmbolicallv
the art of healing. On the other
hand, the symbol might have been
to mean somethiuq else, invisible.
located with in our body which IS

beneficial for the human as a whole
The object of thrs article is to discuss
such an idea which has not been
discussed in tho medical literature.
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DI5CUSSIO\J

KUWJALINI CONCEPT- AN
EASERN VIEW

In later part of 18th century,
Charles W. Leadbe ater a well known
savant of occult and mysticism
literature brought horne the' concept
of Kuo dallni as the basis for the
symbol Caduceus. It's meaning in
medicine. though not denote physical
healing. indicates the hidden energy
which can take us to higher levels
of consciousness by tr ansce adinq the
body and ego.

The sanskrit word KUNDAL means
"coiled" and KUNDALINI means
"coiled up". Serpent, while resting
lies in a coiled position. Likewise,
this hidden energy in our body lie
coiled in the base of our spine. The
subject of KUNDALINI is described in
the Hindu scripture of Tantras (3).
The phlo soohv of Tn ntr as is ba sed
on the Upanis hads. which is
essentially non dualistic. meaning
the individual Soul and Brahman
(God) are one and the same. OUf
purpose of being born as a human
is to merge with the source - the one
who crsate d UB This can be achieved
only by means of transcending
our basic nature of c'esire. ego,
attachment to our physical body and
materialistic life. It requires great
discipline, rigid moral and ethical
code or conduct of our lives. These
pr actises coupled with meditation
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a.id yega awakens; the dormat
I<UNDALINI energy It has no form
or organ It is a vital and an occult
force which sustains all beinqs 8y
means of inspiration and expiration.
The enercv thus created travels along
the two NADiS (Channels). The
channel Oil the left of the spinal
c o lurnn is called Ir)A which is
connected to left nostril. The channel
on the right is called PINGALA which
is c o nnecte d to the right nostril.
The central channel known as
SUSHUMNA is situated in the hollow
of the spinal column which runs from
the lower lumber segment to the
brain (Fig 2). The channels of IDA
and PINGALA coil around the channel
of SUSHUMNA like two serpents
coil round in Caduceus. The central
SUSHUMNA channel is believed to
represent the Hermes' wand.

The dormant e nerqv of KUNDA-
LI:\II when awakened travels along
tl18 channel of SUSHUMNA is an
upward direction. On its path are
located seven CHAKRAS or wheels
(Fig. 3). These are subtle psychic
centres and thought to be present in
our Etheric body, which Dr. William
Tiller describes as negetive frame of
our body. He incorporates these
CHAKRAS in his scientific model (4).
They are closely related to the
endocrine system of our body. The
first two CHAKRAS ere related to
adrenal gland and gonads and are
located ill connection with the anal
and genital system. According to
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Dr. Samuel Sandweiss (5), Freuss
description of <mal and sexual
attitudes arise from these two
CHAKRAS. Such an individual acting
from these two CH.L\Kf'lAS are very
aggressive and hostile in nature. He
q@es on to state that several of
psychiatric illnesses are related to
anal and sexual attitu de sin different
proportions, and psvchiatrists ought
to elevate such individuals to the
hiqhcr CHAKRAS in order to achieve
a total and wholesome person, by
channelling the energy to arise from
these two basic and coarser centres.
The third CHAKRA is situated in
relation to pancreas, the forth one
near the heart in relation to thymus
gland, the fifth one in the neck in
relation to thyroid, the sixth one
situated on th(~ brow in between the
eyes (the third eye) in relation to
pituitary gland. The seventh one
is situated over the crown of the
head in relation to penial gland,
which is believed to receive the
Cosmic vibrations. Corresponding
changes occur in our consciousness,
emotion and mind depending upon
the successive awakening of the
dif ler c nt CHI\KRAS. Once we reach
the seventh CHAKRA, the soul is
able to leave by transceding the
physical body and a mystic union
tokes place \A, ith the Suor eue Lord
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who resides here (6). The rising
from the base CI-!AKRAS - one and
two to this hiqher levels of
consciousness is represented by th ••
two wings of the caduceus. The
nerves connected to the spinal cord
act like a channel to carry the
message from these CHAKRAS (7).
Swami Vivekan and the great Hindu
wandering saint e tated that 'wherever
there was any manifestation of what
is ordinarily called supernatural
power or wisdom, there a little
current of KUNDALlNl must have
found its way into the SUSHUMNA.
The man who thinks that he is
receiving to responses to his prayers
does not know that the fulfilment
comes from his own nature that he
has succeeded by the mental attitude
of prayer in waking up a bit of this
infinite power which is coiled up
within himself" (8).

CONCLUSION

The Eastern concept ot caduceus
reveals a hidden system of energy in
our anatomy, which has the potential
of mefgi'-.G us with the Source of our
oriqin .. God which is the purpose of
every human birth. Writing on this
subject Dr Evans- Wentz states that
"we se e aqain how that esoteric
symbol of the West corresponds to
t ha t of the east" (9)
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Figure 1. Caduceus
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Poslerior Sushumn.a

Fig. 2. Origin and Termination of Susbumna
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FIg 3 Chakras
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